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Invitation to our spring exhibition at Theisen & Bonitz 
 

from 15. - 16.03.2022 

 
we would like to invite you to view and test our latest tb flex system. As part of our spring 
exhibition, the following brochure system for DIN A4 landscape products is available: 
 
Collator tb flex B 320 SP (35 x 64 cm) with automatic transport table adjustment and motor-
ized adjustable creasing in combination with an automatic 
stitch-fold-trim tb flex S 204 QSM with three-sided trim. 

 
 

This combination adjusts automatically to each new job and 
up to 5000 brochures per hour are produced with a scored cover sheet. 
 
In the left run, the collator can work in a continuous pile delivery, in a delivery jogger or in a 
calendar binding system. 
 

The automatic setting via input on the display, retrieval of stored data in the machine or 
simply via QR code makes handling the system easy, quick and error-free. 
 

Together with the high performance and the flexibility through right and left run and the as-
sociated possibilities of use, the Theisen & Bonitz system is the most economical solution in 
its field of application. 
 

There will also be high-performance, factory-reconditioned used machines on display, 
such as the tb sprint B 316 VP with 304 QSM. 
 

Due to the Corona situation, we ask that all participants register in advance 
Tel.: +49 21 74 / 6 73-0 or by e-mail to info@theisen-bonitz.de. 
 
The event will take place on the basis of the current statutory Corona regulations and the 
clear Corona hygiene concept, as with a visit to a restaurant, 2G plus 
(boostered or current negative test) to follow. 
 

Due to the constantly changing situation, participants should therefore find out about the cur-
rent regulations in good time. 
 
We look forward to seeing you, your Theisen & Bonitz team 
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